Abstract

This case study aims to give an overview of the structural process of dance mentoring module and investigate its impact in Malaysian dance education, exemplifying CBTS program, known as Certificate in Ballet Teaching Study. For this study, the researchers have employed Eric Parloe’s mentoring model as a theoretical tool to re-interpret the process of CBTS mentoring module. Focusing on insider’s approach, also known as the emic perspective, the researchers used qualitative methods, such as interviews, auto-ethnography, and archive analysis. To discuss the necessity of the mentoring module, the researchers have examined the structure and process of CBTS 404 Mentoring Module first. After that, this study scrutinized student-teachers’ purpose and experience while they were enrolling in the CBTS program and analyzed the influence of the mentoring module based on the perspective and experience of the currently certified mentors. Lastly, the researchers have explored the impacts of the mentoring module based on previous experience of the student-teachers and mentors. Based on these analyses, the researchers have argued that the mentoring module, CBTS404, plays an actual role in teaching how to apply acquired theoretical knowledge to practical teaching environments.
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INTRODUCTION

In Malaysia, there are currently a few ballet associations that provide several teacher training programs for people who want to be a certified ballet teacher: 1) the Royal Academy of Dance (RAD), 2) the Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing (ISTD), 3) Cecchetti, 4) Vaganova, and 5) the Commonwealth Society of Teachers of Dancing (CSTD). Among the ballet associations operated in Malaysia, the RAD is the most popular association among Malaysian ballet teachers and students (Tally-Press, 2020).

Malaysia, named Malaya at that time, accepted the RAD system from the United Kingdom in 1953. The RAD has offered two distance learning programs for participants (hereafter referred to as student-teachers) as follows: 1) Certificate in Ballet Teaching Studies (CBTS) and 2) Professional Dancers’ Teaching Diploma (PDTD). Many student-teachers tend to
choose the CBTS rather than the PDTD because the CBTS is an online distance learning program available for student-teachers around the world. Student-teachers in the CBTS do not need to travel to London to attend classes. Instead, student-teachers can attend classes online from their homes. On the other hand, the PDTD is a three-month full-time program for professional dancers who want to teach ballet. The program should be only conducted in London and China. That is, the PDTD participants are required to travel to London or China to complete the required classes. Hence, most Malaysian student-teachers have preferred to choose the CBTS program that can become a token to begin their career in the ballet teaching field.

Massen & Kowalewski defined mentoring as “serving as a wise and trusted counselor to others” (Massen & Kowalewski, 2010, p. 13). This means that mentoring is the process that offers a wide range of advice with long-term goals and helps instill attitudes that promote achievements and participation. Another scholar, Queralt, mentioned that academics with mentors have a significantly higher level of career development than academics without mentors (Queralt, 1982). This statement proves that a mentoring module is required in the educational setting. Similarly, the role of a mentor in the CBTS program is to guide each student-teacher in transferring the theoretical knowledge learned in the first year into the real teaching environment in the second year. Student-teachers should discuss with their mentors, share ideas, and design his/her lesson plans. While designing and planning the lesson plans, only people who student-teachers can approach to get advice, guidance, and direction are their mentors. Before and after the examination, the mentors offer practical advice, guidance, and direction, and their help leads student-teachers to complete the CBTS program in the end.

According to Zachary & Fischler, good mentoring depends on a reciprocal learning relationship between a mentor and a mentee by forming a partnership to work together to achieve a mutual goal that focuses on developing skills, knowledge, abilities, and thinking (Zachary & Fischler, 2009). In other words, a successful mentorship involves that both a mentor and a student-teacher should work together to achieve a goal. From the researchers’ standpoint, student-teachers attitudes toward CBTS404 mentoring module would determine whether they achieve skills to transfer theoretical knowledge into practical teaching. That is, student-teachers need to consider the CBTS404 mentoring module as a significant learning process to gain practical knowledge from their mentors and help student-teachers apply actual skills to real teaching moments. However, the researchers discovered that some of the student-teachers tend to treat the CBTS404 mentoring module as a required course and complete it quickly to get a certificate.

Of course, the CBTS404 mentoring module is one of the mandatory subjects for the Ballet teaching certification; however, such a passive attitude toward the CBTS404 mentoring module can lead student-teachers not to have the ability to transfer theoretical knowledge into real practice. Practically speaking, what student-teachers experienced to learn from online teaching courses of the CBTS does not mean that they are already equipped with teaching skills to transfer theoretical knowledge into real practice. In other words, knowledge learned from online courses is not able to be taught skills automatically.

Berry argued that “the concern with such courses is the implication of a hierarchy of ‘what to teach’ over ‘how to teach’” (Berry, 2019). As Berry mentioned, some student-teachers might not know how to transfer theoretical knowledge into their practical teaching because they are inexperienced teachers in the beginning stage of the dance education field. The lack of teaching experience could make student-teachers focus only on “what to teach” rather than “how to teach.” Shulman argued that a “teacher must further understand why it is so” (Shulman, 1986, p. 9). This
statement indicates that it is important for teachers to understand the rational reasoning behind the subject matter that they are teaching. On the other hand, ‘how to teach’ can be defined as pedagogical content knowledge. Kleickmann et al. went on to mention that pedagogical content knowledge is “the knowledge needed to make the subject matter accessible to students” (Kleickmann et al., 2012, p. 2). It indicates that teachers need to have skills to transmit knowledge effectively to ensure that their students understand what they are learning.

In a similar vein, overlooking how to teach often happens to student-teachers who start teaching ballet with a CBTS certificate. Even though student-teachers teach based solely on the given syllabus book after gaining an official teaching certificate, at the beginning of the teaching stage tend to face difficulty in applying the theoretical knowledge to their teaching. In most cases, student-teachers are new teachers, so they still lack real teaching experience. Hence, student-teachers might not be able to respond to some sudden situations. For example, when a student is unable to follow ballet techniques, a new student-teacher with the certificate might not take prompt action to the student’s learning trouble. In this respect, it is the fact that many student-teachers tend to rely on what to teach while overlooking how to teach. To overcome this issue, the CBTS program has included a mentoring system to help student-teachers expand their experience of real teaching, giving proper advice and guidance face-to-face.

Kara stated, “positive beliefs of students towards obtaining knowledge support their efforts to learn a subject” (Kara, 2010, p. 51). This statement enabled the researchers to indicate that the positive attitude of student-teachers is a key to amplify their knowledge and skills that can be applied in real situations. The student-teachers attitude would keenly affect the outcome that they gain during the CBST mentoring module. In this case study, the researchers first examine the structure and process of CBTS 404 Mentoring Module. Secondly, the researchers identify student-teachers’ purpose and experience while enrolled in the CBTS program. This article also analyzes the mentoring module’s influence based on the perspective and experience of the currently certified mentors. Lastly, this case study aims to analyze how effectively mentors-directed guidance can help student-teachers apply and transform theoretical knowledge into real practices. In this article, the researchers would like to emphasize that accessing the mentoring module is as important as receiving the program certification in that it guides student-teachers to enlarge their real experience before joining the actual teaching field.

**METHOD**

This case study is designed by qualitative methodology, including in-depth interviews, auto-ethnography, and archive analysis are used in data collection and data analysis. Based on these methods, the researchers put weight on the insider’s approach, known as the emic perspective. Murchison stated that researchers become the primary research instrument to collect and record data because of their unique position as participant-observer as well as the oral testimony of research subjects (Murchison, 2010, p. 13). This means that the data collected comes from both the researchers themselves and the research participants that the researchers wish to access. Of course, there may be questions about the possibility that such information is too subjective data when emic qualitative research methodology is often based on the views of a small number of individuals. To reduce the subjective view of the study, the researchers reinterpreted the CBTS mentoring model using Parsloe’s mentoring model. The researchers also dealt with the experience of being a mentor as a provider and a student-teacher as a receiver. In addition, the self-reflection of the researcher was inserted in this analysis. The researchers are convinced that such
methods not only strengthened the study’s objectivity but also reduced bias in data analysis.

A total of five (5) mentors and ten (10) student-teachers were involved in the interview. During the interview, the mentors were asked to share their experience working with their student-teachers throughout the CBTS mentoring module. The mentors were also asked to share methods used in guiding student-teachers to transform theoretical knowledge into actual teaching environments. In the interview with the student-teachers, they were asked to share their experience under the guidance of their mentors throughout the mentoring module. The student-teachers also shared how they decided to join the CBTS program and how the program helped them in their teaching.

The researchers’ experience and personal reflections were included as an example to support the researchers’ arguments throughout this case study. As a certified RAD ballet teacher, the researchers utilized their own experience to provide experimental information to this case study. Hence, the researchers are convinced that we are people to be familiar with the structural process and impacts of the CBTS program.

In company with the interviews and self-reflection, the RAD’s official website played an essential role in this case study as it is the key source to gather information about the CBTS program. Other online journals and research databases like JSTOR-E and Project MUSE also played an important role in discovering related sources on mentoring models.

APPLIED THEORY

Eric Parsloe’s theory about an ideal mentoring model is mainly applied in this case study as a tool to discuss the necessity of CBTS404 mentoring module. This model was produced by Eric Parsloe summarizing the four mentoring stages. Due to a copyrights issue, the researchers reconstructed Figure 1, summarizing the four stages of the generic coach-mentoring process (Parsloe & Leedham, 2009, p. 21).

![Figure 1. The Four Stages of Eric Parsloe’s Mentoring Model](image)

For the model, Parsloe specified four stages: 1) analyzing for awareness of need, desire, and self; 2) planning for self-responsibility; 3) implementing using styles, techniques, and skills; and 4) evaluating for success and learning (Parsloe & Leedham, 2009, p. 21). Based on this model, he emphasized that the mentoring stages are not straightforward processes but continuous movements within the whole process. All stages are overlapped. The following sections will address the detailed application of Parsloe’s mentoring model.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Structure and Process of CBTS 404 Mentoring Module

According to Jackson & Price, “mentoring delivery exists in a variety of models and has been widely explored both from a pastoral and well-being perspective as well as from a learning perspective. Many models draw on adaptions of business sector models to support new entrants into a particular environment” (Jackson & Price, 2017, p. 101). Their statement indicates that mentoring programs play an important role in determining the effectiveness of the program in various fields. Therefore, prior to discussion of the effectiveness of the module program, it should explore the structural process of CBTS404 Mentoring Module.

The CBTS mentoring module occurs in the program’s second year when
student-teachers are in the fourth module, CBTS404 Practical Teaching. As stated in the CBTS program handbook, student-teachers are required to teach at least 45 classes within the duration of the mentoring module of 10 months, from January to October, accompanied by three visits for observation (2020, p. 29). With the Practical Teaching Supervisor (PTS), student-teachers visit each different dance studio. Upon completion of the module, it is aimed that each student-teacher should be well equipped and ready to begin to teach on their own.

![Figure 2. Structure of Practical Training in the CBTS Program](image)

Figure 2 above displays the structure of the practical training in CBTS 404. As seen in the Figure, observation of each mentor’s teaching is the first step before student-teachers gain opportunities to teach the whole class. A student-teacher observes how his/her mentor teaches other students in class. During this observation, the student-teacher sits at the side of the class and makes a note of what s/he observed. This example indicates that during the observation, the student-teacher learns teaching style of a mentor. In most cases, the mentor asks the student-teacher to observe as much as possible and would encourage him/her to observe different grades. It is because, through more observations about various situations, the student-teacher can recognize those situations and learn to minimize disconcerted conditions. Hence, such observations enable all student-teachers to have indirect experience to manage any situations that they might encounter while teaching.

After observing a few classes, a student-teacher act as an assistant teacher to assist his/her mentor during class. In this stage, a mentor guides the student-teacher to correct his/her mistakes in class. When the mentor thinks that the student-teacher is ready to teach, the mentor allows him/her to teach part of the class. For example, the mentor asks the student-teacher to teach one or two exercises based on the syllabus book, or the mentor allows the student-teacher to teach a certain exercise during the last 15 minutes of the class. The mentor then observes how the student-teacher teaches and conducts the class. After a few months, or when the mentor thinks that the student-teacher is ready and well prepared to teach on their own, the mentor asks the student-teacher to prepare his own lesson plans and begin to teach the whole one-hour class. The class that the student-teacher teaches becomes the class that the student-teacher uses for their PTS visits. The mentor observes the student-teacher’s teaching and provides feedback and suggestions at the end of the class.

Unlike the regular structure of the mentoring module, there are cases where student-teachers can skip the first three processes and directly join to teach the full class in CBTS404. To have such a fast track, a student-teacher should have one or two years to observe and assist a selected mentor before the official enrolment in the CBTS program. After observation and assistance before the official enrolment, a student-teacher usually decides to participate in the CBTS program and selects his/her mentor. One of the researchers was also on the fast track when she took the CBTS program. The researcher started observing a mentor’s teaching and assisting her in class for two years starting in 2012. After then, the researcher enrolled in the CBTS program in 2014. Because of completing two years of observation and assisting, the researcher could immediately jump into teaching the full class when the researcher started CBTS404. Figure 3 presents the whole process of the mentoring module:
Before a student-teacher starts to teach the class to prepare for the PTS visits, a mentor meets the student-teacher to talk about his/her aims and objectives in ballet class. The mentor also tells the student-teacher expectations of the mentor. Once the mentor and the student-teacher are clear with each other’s expectations, the mentor sets up schedule of the classes for the student-teacher to teach. The mentor should usually allow the student-teacher, who does not have an own class or studio, to use regular classes of the mentor. Hence, the student-teacher takes one or two of the mentor’s regular classes to teach during the practical teaching. If a student-teacher can prepare his own studio, his/her mentor comes to the studio on a class day to observe how the student-teacher teaches. Before each class, the student-teacher provides the mentor with a copy of the lesson plan so that the mentor has an idea of what the student-teacher had prepared for class in advance.

During the observation, the mentor does not interfere or interrupt the student-teacher and just observes until the end of the class. The mentor and the student-teacher have a short discussion after each class. The student-teacher can express his/her thoughts and share ideas with the mentors. The mentor also gives suggestions and guidance based on his/her experience. This helps the student-teacher to minimize non-effective teaching methods and allows the student-teacher to improve lesson plans. The mentor indirectly assesses the student-teacher for improvements based on the following lesson plans and the student-teacher’s responsiveness to a situation in class.

For student-teachers to be eligible to take part in the teacher training program, they need to be familiar with the syllabus of the ballet association. Student-teachers who participate in the CBTS program have usually learned and studied the RAD syllabus since childhood and for a long time. Hence, when student-teachers participate in a teacher training program, they sign up for the CBTS program without hesitation. This is because it takes up a lot of time, cost, and effort for student-teachers to pick up and be familiar with a new syllabus before signing up for other teacher training programs.

Application to Eric Parsloe’s Mentoring Model

The structural process of the CBTS mentoring module can be re-interpreted according to the stages of Parsloe’s model (2009). The first stage of the Parsloe’s model (analyzing the awareness of need, desire, and self) happens during the first meeting between a mentor and a student-teacher. Before the student-teacher starts to teach class during the PTS visit, the mentor meets the student-teacher to talk about the aims and objectives of the student-teacher in ballet class. Once the mentor and the student-teacher are accurate with each other’s expectations, the mentor sets up class schedules for the student-teacher to teach.

The second stage of Parsloe’s model (planning for self-responsibility) can be applied when the student-teacher begins to take responsibility for his/her actions and execute an action plan. During this stage, the student-teacher is ready to work with the mentor in discussing ideas and designing lesson plans in detail. The student-teacher also needs to set a timetable and ensure that he/she is on the right track. The mentor can monitor the progress based on the schedule provided by the student-teacher.

The third stage of Parsloe’s model
Implementing the use of styles, techniques, and skills demonstrates how the mentor helps the student-teacher put actions into practice. After the student-teacher plans and designs his own lesson plans with the mentor, he/she applies the learned skills to transfer knowledge into real practice. During the observation, the mentor does not interfere with or interrupt the student-teacher. Instead, the mentor observes to the end.

In the final stage of Parsloe’s model (evaluating for success and learning), the mentor has discussion sessions with the student-teacher to evaluate the whole process critically. The student-teacher is allowed to express his/her thoughts to the mentor. After listening to the student-teacher, the mentor gives suggestions and guidance based on his own experience. The mentor indirectly evaluates the student-teacher in terms of his/her improvements and responsive capability to the given situations of class.

Thus, in an analogous vein to Parsloe’s model, the mentoring process in the CBTS program is an iterative cycle and ends when student-teachers complete the program. The researchers have considered that there is a similar interlock between Parsloe’s mentoring model and the CBTS mentoring process. For readers, matching with Parsloe’s mentoring model provides a better understanding and clearer visualization of the mentoring process in the CBTS program.

### Student-teachers’ Viewpoint and Experience from the CBTS Mentoring Module

As stated by Baran, the mentoring process is a resolutely process implemented to support the employees of an organization (Baran, 2016). In conjunction of the statement from Baran, the CBTS provides student-teachers with the mentoring program to student-teachers that help broaden their teaching knowledge and skills. Figure 4 below is taken from oral testimonies from ten (10) student-teachers who had completed the CBTS program from 2011 to 2020. This result displays the reason student-teachers decide to join the CBTS program. Student-teachers join the CBTS program because they see the program as an opportunity for better career development.

![Purpose of Joining CBTS](image.png)

**Figure 4. Purpose of Student-Teachers to Join the CBTS Program**

According to Student-Teacher 1, she saw the CBTS program as a continuing development to retain a ‘RAD registered teacher status.’ The CBTS program provided an opportunity for her to take an active role in her career development as a professional dancer to be a qualified ballet teacher (Student-Teacher 1, Personal Communication, April 5, 2021). Out of ten (10) student-teachers involved in this case study, five (5) of them decided to join the CBTS program to become qualified ballet teachers. Through the program, they, who had worked as part-time but non-certified ballet teachers, wanted to learn, understand, and know more about techniques and teaching skills. Their goals and objective were to complete the program and be able to sign students under their names for examinations in the future. Joining the CBTS program was not a part of the plan for Student-Teacher 5, but she decided to join the program as an additional option for her career development (Student-Teacher 5, Personal Communication, April 5, 2021). Student-Teacher 3 and Student-Teacher 9 also decided to join the CBTS program because they wanted to open their dance studio and become certified teachers of the CBTS program (Student-Teacher 3 & Student-Teacher 9, Personal Communication, April 5, 2021). As for Student-Teacher 10, her purpose for joining the program was similar to Student-Teacher 1, which wanted better career development (Student-Teacher 10,
Personal Communication, April 5, 2021). Both Student-Teacher 1 and 10 were professional dancers, and they decided to venture into teaching dance. For them, joining the CBTS program was one of the fastest and easiest ways. Another reason that led Student-Teacher 10 to join the CBTS program was that she wanted to teach her students more properly and professionally. Kram argues that mentoring fulfills a psychosocial function when there is trust, emotional support, shared problem-solving, role modeling, counseling, acceptance, and affirmation (Kram, 1983). This emphasizes that good mentoring covers practical to emotional skills. Holloway’s quotation from Scott’s statement is similarly addressed: “experience teachers were particularly enthusiastic because they believed that mentoring allowed them to help others, improve themselves, receive respect and profit from the novice teachers’ fresh ideas and energy” (Holloway, 2001, p. 85). This statement underscores the importance of receiving “mentoring” even for experienced teachers. In this context, the first thing a new/in-experienced teacher should do before going to the forefront of the educational environment is to experience mentoring firsthand.

For example, as a dance graduate, Student-Teacher 1 could combine her experience and grasp much knowledge and skills given by her mentor through the mentor’s experiences after completing the CBTS program. Student-Teacher 2 learned how to use different ways to break down each exercise for different levels of students, and better understood the fundamentals of ballet from her mentor (Student-Teacher 2, Personal Communication, April 7, 2021). As for Student-Teacher 3, she learned about teaching philosophy of ballet and at the same time acquired philosophy of living life from her mentor. Student-Teacher 3 applied almost 70 percent of what her mentor taught into her current teaching (Student-Teacher 3, Personal Communication, April 5 2021). Student-Teacher 4 learned how to plan for her students’ progressions and how to set the effective ways and goals for her students (Student-Teacher 4, Personal Communication, April 7 2021). Student-Teacher 5 developed skills and techniques to provide clear and easy explanations to her students from her mentor. With the ability to teach different dances, Student-Teacher 6 learned different ways to help students with different types of difficulties (Student-Teacher 6, Personal Communication, April 7, 2021). Throughout the mentoring, the mentor of Student-Teacher 7 guided her to change her bad habits of not looking at students during the class demonstration (Student-Teacher 7, Personal Communication, April 6, 2021). She tended to look at herself instead of making eye contact with her students. Student-Teacher 8 improved her mentoring skills (Student-Teacher 8, Personal Communication, April 6, 2021). She learned how to explain and provide descriptions to students. Student-Teacher 9 developed skills to create a fun learning environment with her mentor. Her mentor was good at communicating with younger students and always created a different, fun learning environment each time. Upon completion of the CBTS program, Student-Teacher 9 can create a fun learning environment and continue it for her students. Lastly, for Student-Teacher 10, her mentor taught her a way to look at things differently. Her mentor always showed good energy that impacted Student-Teacher 10 until today.

Figure 5. Influences of the CBTS Program on Student-Teachers’ Teaching

To sum up, Figure 5 above shows how the CBTS program influenced stu-
dent-teachers in their teaching. This Figure reminds the researchers of Scott’s three positive influences from mentoring mentioned by Holloway on the previous page: 1) helping others, 2) improving and respecting oneself, 3) gaining from the novice teachers’ fresh ideas and energy (Holloway, 2001, p. 85). While in the CBTS mentoring module, student-teachers acquired how to help others/their students that would match with the first influence of Scott. They also learned how to develop teaching know-how for plans, skills, and demonstration, which can relate to the second influence of Scott. As in the third influence of Scott, student-teachers could learn how to think differently and create fun and non-repeated conditions in teaching.

Therefore, what the researchers found in the student-teacher’s oral testimonies proves that having a mentoring module positively impacted them, and they still reflect on what they learned from the mentors in their teaching. In other words, it is said that the direct experience of the CBTS mentoring module has influenced new/in-experienced teachers.

Mentors’ Viewpoint and Experience from the CBTS Mentoring Module

The pairing of a good mentorship between a student-teacher and a mentor is important. As argued by Greene et al., the mentorship pairing is usually based on an informal evaluation of personal traits (Greene et al., 2019, p. 82). In company with the pairing of the mentorship, Cesa & Fraser argued that a healthy mentorship requires the attention of both a mentor and a mentee to each other’s changing needs and the flexibility to accommodate these needs (Cesa & Fraser, 1898, p. 127). This means that both mentors and student-teachers need to adapt to each other’s needs throughout the mentoring process.

Of course, in the CBTS mentoring module, student-teachers select their own mentors, but from the mentors’ point of view, it is said that the characteristic and attitudes of student-teachers also play an important role in determining the performance of the student-teachers during the mentoring program. Mentor 1 considered that student-teachers need to have passion and desire to pass down knowledge to their students to achieve teaching goals (Mentor 1, Personal Communication, March 15, 2021). Student-teachers should also look deeper to understand the process of how students do well in dance. Mentor 1 stressed that student-teachers should not teach students without mastering skills and understanding the theory of ballet steps. Mentor 2 perceived that student-teachers should have patience as much as passion when they teach. Of course, for student-teachers, the teaching job is closely related to their living expenses, but student-teachers should make an endeavor to arouse students’ interest in dance. When student-teachers portray passion for dance to their students, it motivates students to learn dance. As Mentor 2 testified, “once we have the passion, we will have the patience to teach” (Mentor 2, Personal Communication, March 16, 2021). This quotation indicates the importance of student-teachers patience while delivering knowledge and skills of ballet. Mentor 3 viewed that student-teachers need to be open to teaching and learning and are willing to listen with humility (Mentor 3, Personal Communication, March 16, 2021). Student-teachers should also be someone who can accept criticisms and is keen to improve their teaching and learn from their mentors. In addition, student-teachers need to be hardworking and have good time management skills. Mentor 4 had the same point of view as Mentor 3, who emphasized hardworkingly and a lot of effort to learn (Mentor 4, Personal Communication, March 26, 2021). This is because student-teachers are required to spend time researching by themselves while in the CBTS program.

Student-teachers need to look for information on ways to improve their teaching methods and styles. As for Mentor 5, she regarded that student-teachers need to have the initiative to ask questions (Men-
Xian Yuin Chen, et al., Structural Process and Impacts of Mentoring Module in Ballet Cer-
tor 5, Personal Communication, March 25 2021). In the beginning stage, student-
teachers may feel shy to ask their mentors questions. However, the mentoring modu-
le is the best time and opportunity for student-teachers to ask multi-layered ques-
tions and seek advice and guidance from their mentors. Sometimes mentors may not be aware of the challenges that each student-teacher is encountering. Thus, stu-
dent-teachers should actively ask mentors for advice or guidance to overcome their difficulties.

Based on the oral testimonies above, the researchers detected that the attitude of student-teachers determines the effort that the student-teachers put in to complete the CBTS program and also determines the willingness of the student-teachers to learn from their mentors. In this respect, the researchers also found that the majority of student-teachers in the CBTS program are humble and give full respect to their mentors, and they aim to learn as much as they can from mentors. As evidenced by the research informants, the student-teachers took all advice and guidance from their mentors openly and showed improvements every time. Mentors also tried their best to provide full support to their student-teachers. The mentors never turned down their student-teachers and always stood by student-teachers’ side to provide the needed support, guidance, advice, and motivation. The mentoring involved was positive, and no negative comments were mentoring. It can be seen that the student-teachers have applied their real teaching ways and style to the education they learned from their mentors.

Impacts of the CBTS Mentoring Module

Through the oral testimonies of student-teachers and mentors who have experienced the CBTS mentoring program similar to Parsloe’s mentoring model, the researchers have argued that the CBTS mentoring module has positive impacts on student-teachers who become novice teachers. Through the mentoring model, Parsloe expected that the model can build confidence and evaluate the effectiveness of mentoring in all aspects (Parsloe & Leedham, 2009).

As in Parsloe’s expectation, the researchers discovered that the mentoring model meets the expectations of the CBTS mentoring program. In accordance with Parsloe’s argument, Gakonga directly argued that mentoring should be composed of three elements: 1) “technical support,” 2) “support with reflection,” and 3) “emotional support” (Gakonga, 2019, p. 433). Mentoring in technical support is an important aid in developing knowledgeable professionals. The second is as a facilitator of reflection so that mentees themselves identify their shortcomings and enrich the mentees’ reflective practice. In emotional support, mentoring can function effectively in challenging situations that novice teachers can experience. Some scholars in Humanities Science see these aspects of mentoring as impacts of alternative or competing models.

The statement of Wilson et al. is similar to Gakonga’s arguments: a valuable aspect of the mentoring process is the feeling of being involved. This kind of connection helps mentees feel positive about what they are doing, improve their confidence level, and help them deal with the feeling of self-doubt when they feel that they are not qualified for the job (Wilson et al., 2002, p. 326). These three impacts – technical support, support with reflection, and emotional support – are clearly demonstrated in the CBTS mentoring module.

Firstly, a major impact of the CBTS mentoring module is that mentors provide knowledge and advice whenever student-teachers need it. This can also help student-teachers to minimize the possibility of teaching their students in the wrong way. For example, a mentor teaches Grade 1 students how to do proper Demi Plies. During the class, the mentor decided to use guided discovery as the teaching method. The mentor then demonstrates to the Grade 1 students two different versions of doing a Demi Plies. After that, the mentor asks which version of Demi Plies is suitable
for the Grade 1 students. When the Grade 1 students select the right one, the mentor praises the students and asks the students to show the right Demi Plies. If the Grade 1 students select the wrong one, the mentor demonstrates again and asks the students to look and think carefully about which one is the right one.

It can cover the technical support that Gakonga emphasized (2019, p. 436). The mentor’s practical and specific teaching contexts help a student-teacher in the CBTS program gain insight into how different teaching methods are used when teaching different grades. When the mentor finds that the teaching method used by the student-teacher is not appropriate, the mentor then hints the student-teacher to think of another teaching method that is more suitable and effective.

Secondly, when student-teachers begin to teach right after being certified, they might not be aware of their own weaknesses. Student-teachers can overcome their weaknesses with the help of their mentor as Gakonga argued the second element, support with reflection (2019, p. 437). They stated that “ask any successful dancers how they got to where they are today, and they will thank a teacher (or three) for helping them to reach their potential (2013, p. 66). This indicates that everyone can be successful with the help of a teacher or more. For example, when a mentor asks a student-teacher to prepare warm-up or cool-down exercises to teach as part of the class, the student-teacher can gain specific advice from the mentor. The mentor keenly checks whether the student-teacher pays attention to the followings: 1) the proper distance that students keep with one another, 2) the suitability of movements designed in a warm-up or cool-down exercise, and 3) the effectiveness of the exercise designed. With the help of the mentor, it is time for the student-teacher to realize what is his/her lacking parts in teaching and to quickly find a way to flexibly respond to other types of situations that may arise during class.

One of the researchers experienced a similar situation when she designed a set of stretching as a warm-up for one of the classes that she taught. After the class, the mentor told the researcher that stretching was not suitable as a warm-up because students had just come for a class, and their muscles had not yet warmed up. The mentor cautioned that students would soon be injured if the researcher continued to use this stretching method to warm up. The mentor’s comments enabled the researcher to recognize the inadequacy of movements. After learning from the mentor, the researcher always conducted stretching sessions 15 minutes before the class ends for each class. Thus, the mentor-directed advice enabled the researcher, who was then a student-teacher, to be aware of the effectiveness of the exercises designed for students. This is because ballet requires highly technical movements, and if the designed exercises are not suitable or effective for the class, it will not benefit students, nor will it help the movement progress of the students.

Lastly, the CBTS mentoring module has also impacted student-teachers to increase their confidence in their teaching and ensure the student-teacher unremitting enthusiasm for their teaching as Gakonga stressed the third element, emotional support (Gakonga, 2019, pp. 434–435). Morris quoted Schonberg’s sentence: “I am trying to teach the unteachable … In the process of surmounting these hurdles, students learn to think and work creatively” (Morris, 2012, p. 10). With the mentoring module, mentors always encourage student-teachers to never give up easily, even when faced with difficulties. In order to respond to the mentors’ requests in a timely manner, student-teachers would sometimes meet tight deadlines. However, in addition to having confidence in student-teachers teaching, it is also important for student-teachers to boost confidence in in-person education. Student-teachers must motivate and encourage their students just as mentors do with student-teachers during the mentoring module.
ld balance stronger and weaker students in their class. This is because each student has different abilities. Such an imbalance would affect not only students but also student-teachers. A mentor is a person who shares practical experience and helps student-teachers conduct balanced classes. The mentoring module is an opportunity to meet mentors up close. Although the learning process is complicated, such practical experiences with mentors can only be accessed during the mentoring module. Through this mentoring process, student-teachers can expand knowledge and experience simultaneously.

CONCLUSION

The RAD ballet association has educated many students to become wonderful ballet teachers for the past 100 years in the United Kingdom, Malaysia, and other countries. In the case of RAD student-teachers in Malaysia, the CBTS program can be considered one of the fastest ways for better career development. The CBTS program has also helped many student-teachers to be qualified and certified ballet teachers in Malaysia. In the researchers’ view, while completing the whole program, mentoring is required at the very last stage but plays a significant part in ensuring that student-teachers are well prepared and ready to begin their career as ballet teachers.

Except for the RAD program, other ballet associations in Malaysia offer teacher training programs. Of course, the researchers do not intend to compare them or say that the RAD system is the best. Rather, the researchers want to allow readers to get better insights into the long-distance training that is provided to RAD students to become qualified ballet teachers as a part of their career development. Through this case study, readers can also better understand the mentoring process during the CBTS program. In addition, readers can also catch up impacts of the CBTS mentoring module. The researchers have demonstrated that the mentoring module effectively produces mentors-directed guidance. The mentor’s practical guidance induces student-teachers to apply and transform theoretical knowledge into real practices. Therefore, the researchers would like to argue that accessing the mentoring module cannot be ignored during the CBTS program because it is an important process to guide student-teachers to broaden their real experience before entering the teaching field.

While conducting this study, the researchers encountered a few limitations. Firstly, due to the clashing of timetables, the researchers did not manage to conduct participant observation while collecting data. Out of five mentors, only one is currently mentoring student-teachers for the CBTS program. For this reason, the researchers could only observe mentoring moments of a mentor while collecting oral testimonies comprehensively from interviews with the other mentors. Moreover, the interval of interviewees’ oral testimonies had happened for some time where the majority of student-teachers have completed the CBTS program for more than 3 to 5 years. Hence, the oral testimonies provided are based on selective memories of the student-teachers and mentors. In future research, the researchers can include data from participant observation and gather oral testimonies from participants who have recently completed the program within a year.

On top of that, although mentoring is a general process that occurs in other fields, it has yet to be applied to Malaysian dance studies. Hence, this would be the first trial of applying the educational mentoring theory to a dance study in Malaysia. Some people would usually consider the process of dance education to be like the other sectors. However, the dance education sector in Malaysia is not that broad and is still growing. Therefore, the connection of dance studies with existing theories is limited. In such a context, the researchers’ attempt to apply the existing theory to Malaysian dance education studies would be meaningful. This case study can be a good example for future research related
to dance education for Malaysian dance scholars or students. The researchers hope that based on this case study, other dance scholars or students will be motivated to attempt to make a connection between the existing educational theories and apply them to their dance research. The researchers also hope that dance education as academic research is further developed in Malaysia and even other Asian countries.
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